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ABSTRACT
A large number of photos shared online often contain private
user information, which can cause serious privacy breaches when
viewed by unauthorized users. Thus, there is a need for more ef-
ficient privacy control that requires automatic detection of users’
private photos. However, the automatic detection of users’ private
photos is a challenging task, since different users may have differ-
ent privacy concerns and a generalized one-size-fits-all approach
for private photo detection would not be suitable for most users.
User-specific detection of private photos should, therefore, be in-
vestigated. Furthermore, for effective privacy control, the exact
sensitive regions in private photos need to be pinpointed, so that
sensitive content can be protected via different privacy control
methods. In this paper, we propose a novel system, AutoPri, to
enable automatic and user-specific content-based photo privacy
control in online social networks. We collect a large dataset of 31,
566 private and public photos from real-world users and present
important observations on photo privacy concerns. Our system can
automatically detect private photos in a user-specific manner using
a detection model based on a multimodal variational autoencoder
and pinpoint sensitive regions in private photos with an explainable
deep learning-based approach. Our evaluations show that AutoPri
can effectively determine user-specific private photos with high
accuracy (94.32%) and pinpoint exact sensitive regions in them
to enable effective privacy control in user-centered online social
networks.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Online Social Networks (OSNs) play an important role in the way
Internet users interact with each other to share information. For
example, Facebook, the most popular social networking platform,
has been used by 79% of Internet users for information sharing [2].
Photo sharing in OSNs comprises of a large portion of the overall
content shared in OSNs. An increase in the number of photos shared
among users of OSNs has been reported recently [16]. However,
a serious implication of this trend is the inadvertent leakage of
private information in photos shared by OSN users [9, 27, 40].

Today’s OSNs are platforms of massive user interactions, and
users by nature are very individualistic. User activities in OSNs are
also very individualistic in nature, which makes OSNs inherently
user-centered systems [29, 36]. Since user behavior cannot be gener-
alized, what constitutes a private photo also cannot be generalized.
For example, one user Alice would like to publicly share photos
depicting herself drinking wine, but another user Bob would want
to keep such kinds of photos private. Another example of user-
specific privacy is the ‘bathroom selfie’ phenomenon [3]. Although
many users might consider the bathroom as a very private space,
this recent phenomenon could imply that some users would like to
share bathroom photos publicly. Even though some recent studies
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attempt to address the photo privacy detection problem, they ap-
proach it in a generalized manner. For example, the classifier in [45]
learns the privacy level of object classes for all users in OSN in a
generalized manner (for example, a cell phone is determined as a
private object class for all users, just because users may generally
consider it private). However, a straightforward photo privacy de-
tection system that simply predicts such a ubiquitous object like
a cell phone as a private item for all users would be undesirable
to many OSN users. Therefore, a systematic effort is needed in
formulating privacy systems that can determine private photos in
a user-specific manner.

In the online photo sharing domain, information in a photo is a
fundamental element at play in privacy [12] and can be interpreted
as photo content or elements. Therefore, the content in photos could
play a vital role in influencing users’ sharing decisions. For example,
consider a photo of a user Alice depicting her in a bar is uploaded to
Facebook by one of her friends.Alice is concerned about sharing her
identity (such as face and body) in the photo and would therefore
like to keep the photo private. Also, Alice would not like to share
publicly the photo of herself along with alcohol (indicated by a
glass of wine). Various information content, such as background,
user activities, and objects, can influence users’ overall sharing
decisions [24]. Some recent studies [27, 32, 35] have discussed the
need for content-based privacy in photo sharing. However, a major
limitation of these studies is that they do not provide any strategies
to determine users’ sensitive content items. Therefore, there is a
need for a system that can infer users’ sensitive content items in
their photos.

OSN users would generally be aware of their own privacy con-
cerns, but may not be aware of other users’ privacy concerns in
photo sharing. For example, let’s say a user publicly uploads a
photo containing her/his friends as well as sensitive content items
of her/his friends, due to which her/his friends’ privacy is compro-
mised. A reason for this could be that the user is unaware of her/his
friends’ sensitive content items. An effective strategy for protecting
the privacy of users is by controlling the visibility of such sensitive
content items in photos. For example, Ilia et al. [27] present a strat-
egy that gives users control over the visibility of their faces only in
OSNs. However, such strategies do not enable automatic privacy
control of all sensitive content items. Thus, automatic techniques
for determining and controlling sensitive content items for users
must be further explored.

In this paper, we propose a novel system, AutoPri, which can
automatically detect private photos in a user-specific manner, and
enable content-based photo privacy control in online photo shar-
ing. AutoPri uses a multimodal detection model to detect private
photos in a user specific manner and enables content-based photo
privacy control leveraging an explainable machine learning tech-
nique. Our detection model learns the joint representation of users’
photos and their privacy labels (i.e., private or public) using multi-
modal learning with variational autoencoders. Then, our system
integrates an explainable learning-based approach to pinpoint the
exact sensitive regions of a private photo to enable effective privacy
control of these sensitive content items. To the best of our knowl-
edge, AutoPri is the first system that can automatically detect users’
private photos in a user-specific manner and enable content-based
photo privacy control.

Our main contributions are summarized as follows:
• Data Collection and Content Privacy Analysis. We collect
31,566 photos directly from 303 OSN users with their own privacy
concerns. We analyze the content items in the collected photos
with respect to users’ categorization of the photo as private vs.
public and outline insights into sharing patterns of contributors
to our dataset. Our analysis of user-specific content privacy lays
down important groundwork for building content-based photo
privacy control systems.

• Automatic, User-specific Detection and Content-based Pri-
vacy Control. Our work uses multimodal variational autoen-
coders (MVAE) [30] to automatically detect users’ private pho-
tos in a user-specific manner. We further use our explainable
learning-based model to pinpoint exact sensitive regions of pri-
vate photo to enable effective privacy control of these sensitive
content items.

• System Evaluation. We evaluate the effectiveness of our system
based on the dataset that we collected from real-world OSN users.
Our evaluation results show that our system is able to accurately
determine private photos of users in a user-specific manner with
a high average accuracy of 94.32% (along with a precision and a
recall of 94.23% and 94.73%, respectively). Our evaluation results
based on fidelity tests also demonstrate our explainable model
can pinpoint exact sensitive regions of private photos.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
introduce the threat model and scope of our work. In Section 3,
we discuss our dataset collection strategy. In Section 4, we inves-
tigate the importance of content-based, user-specific privacy in
photo sharing in OSNs. We articulate our proposed AutoPri sys-
tem, which consists of multimodal learning-based private photo
detection model, privacy control of sensitive content using our
explainable learning-based model, and the end-to-end flow of our
system in Section 5. The details about our system implementation
and experimental results are described in Section 6. We discuss
limitations and future enhancements of our system in Section 7.
We overview the related work in Section 8 and Section 9 concludes
our work.

2 THREAT MODEL AND SCOPE
Users. In this work, we consider two types of OSN users: 1) a photo
uploader is a user who uploads a photo to the OSN; and 2) a content
owner is a user who is identified in a photo and owns content items
in the photo (e.g., their face or possession appears in the photo).
Sensitive Content. In photo sharing, various information content,
such as background (e.g., bar, bedroom), user activities (e.g., drink-
ing alcohol) and objects (e.g., container of alcohol, laptop screen)
maybe considered sensitive [24] in a private photo. In this work,
such information is referred to as content items throughout the
paper. We assume that a photo is shared privately because it is
sensitive to users and do not consider other reasons for sharing pri-
vately such as poor quality of the photo or the photo not expected
to be of interest to its potential audience.
Threat Model. In this work, we consider the scenario where a
photo uploader uploads a photo depicting content owners and their
sensitive content, which leads to inadvertent exposure of the sensi-
tive content items to unauthorized viewers. The affected users are



the content owners identified in the photo. We consider any party
with access to the original photo as a potential invader of photo
privacy. For example, a photo of Jack at a private event depicting
sensitive content items, such as a glass of wine, is uploaded online
by one of Jack’s friends. In this scenario, the affected user is Jack
and the sensitive content items are the glass of wine and Jack’s
identity (such as face and body). All the photo uploader’s friends
are invaders of Jack’s photo privacy. Such inadvertent privacy dis-
closures can have serious consequences, such as Jack losing his
job [1].
Problem Scope. In this work, our goal is to predict the private
photos of users to a high degree of accuracy in a user-specific man-
ner, and pinpoint the sensitive regions of a private photo, in order
to enable their fine-grained privacy control. Our system is only
applicable to users who are a part of the OSN and users who are not
a part of the OSN are considered out of scope. In our work, we do
not study which content privacy control techniques (such as obfus-
cation techniques [21, 33] and encryption techniques [22, 42]) for
protecting sensitive content items in visual media are best suited,
but rather focus on identifying exact sensitive content items of
private photos. However, we note that there are emerging studies
in the field of human computer interaction that provide excellent
guidance about this topic [20, 33]. We do not study the usability
of photos after privacy control of sensitive content items in our
system. However, there is a large body of existing research that
suggests privacy control through obfuscation of sensitive content
items in photos is acceptable (further discussed in Section 7). In
addition, we assume all OSN providers are trustworthy. Thus, in-
ference attacks by an insider who has access to users’ sensitive
content items are considered out of scope.

3 DATASET COLLECTION
To train our machine learning model, we need a large dataset that
realistically reflects content-based privacy concerns fromOSNusers.
To support automatic content-based photo privacy control, we need
a set of photos that contain both photos that users consider private
and those that users consider public. But the major challenge in
compiling such a dataset is that it is hard to collect users’ private
photos from OSN platforms. Although existing OSNs like Facebook
and Instagram provide developer APIs to third parties, these APIs
can only be used to collect users’ public photos. Some previous
work, such as PicAlert [46], attempted to mitigate this problem by
re-labeling publicly available photos as private and public using
human raters who categorized photos. A major problem with this
approach is that it does not capture the original photo owners’ own
privacy concerns regarding their photos. Furthermore the PicAlert
dataset contains only photos that were originally publicly shared
(via Flickr). Therefore, the original photo owners did not consider
them private. Having external raters re-label them as private and
public may not accurately reflect people’s conceptions of private
vs. public. For example, the main distinction between the private
vs. public photos in PicAlert is whether they were taken indoors
vs. outdoors.

In our data collection method, we directly ask OSN users for their
private and public photos. In this way, we can precisely capture
users’ own privacy concerns about their photos. Another benefit

of this method is that we can collect photos from users who use
various OSN platforms (e.g., unlike PicAlert whose users were all
from Flickr, our participants used OSNs such as Twitter, Facebook
and Instagram; see Section 3, Demographics). This enables us to
reinforce platform-agnostic nature of our design. The steps below
elaborate the method that we developed for our data collection.

1) Methodology. Our data collection task was approved by our
institution’s IRB prior to commencement. To preserve participant
anonymity, we encoded all participant identifiers in our dataset. In
addition, all data is securely stored and can only be accessed by
authorized researchers from our institution.

Different OSNs provide different privacy settings for photo shar-
ing. For example, Facebook allows photo sharing with the public
(anyone on or off Facebook), friends only, specific friends, or only
“yourself”. Flickr allows photo sharing with the public, only friends,
only family, friends and family, or only “yourself”. Similarly other
OSNs, such as Instagram, have different privacy settings for photo
sharing. Since there are no standard photo sharing privacy settings
across OSNs, we decided to categorize the photos in our data collec-
tion into two categories, public and private. In our data collection,
the photos shared with the public in current OSNs are mapped as
public and the photos shared with friends, family, and yourself are
mapped as private. Note that our system can be generalized to use
more granular privacy categories. More details regarding privacy
categories are discussed in Section 7.

Participants who volunteered to contribute data to our dataset
were provided access to a web application hosted on our server. We
first collected demographic information from participants. Next,
we provided two boxes titled public and private, where participants
could either drag and drop their photos or upload photos individu-
ally from their machines or cell phones. We asked each participant
to upload at least fifty of their own photos in each of the private
and public categories. We gave participants one guideline to com-
plete this task: “Private photos are those that you would not share
with anyone except your private circles or yourself in online social
networks. The photos that you would share with the public in online
social networks are considered as public photos.". On task completion
participants were given a unique alpha-numeric code to prove task
completion and receive their reward.

We recruited participants using Amazon Mturk. We placed a
restriction that only participants with an approval rating of 90% or
higher could participate in our data collection task. We offered a $3
reward for completing the task. The average task completion time
was around 25 minutes. At the conclusion of the task, we asked
participants to re-identify 1 six randomly selected private and public
photos that they uploaded. Overall, 361 participants participated in
our data collection task. We excluded all data from any participants
who had uploaded the same photo in both the private and public
categories and excluded participants who uploaded the same photo
more than once in the same category.We did this to avoid overfitting
in our dataset. In addition, we excluded those participants who
failed to re-identify their private and public photos. Using these
exclusion criteria, we excluded 58 participants. Our final dataset

1We asked participants to identify again some randomly selected private and public
photos.



Figure 1: Top 10 objects appearing in the photos with differ-
ent user privacy concerns in our dataset.

consisted of 31,566 photos from 303 participants, in which 16,058
photos were private and 15,508 photos were public.

2) Demographics. The demographic information of participants
who contributed photos to this dataset is as follows: 53.0% of partic-
ipants were female, 45.1% were male, and 1.9% chose not to disclose
their gender. 18.0% were in the 18-24 age range, 49.8% were in the
25-34 age range, 21.8% were in the 35-44 age range, 6.6% were in
the 45-54 age range, and 3.8% were 55 and above. Most partici-
pants (90%) reported using Facebook, followed by Instagram (61%),
Twitter (50%), Pinterest (40%), and other OSNs (10%).

4 CONTENT PRIVACY CONCERNS ANALYSIS
We present an experiment to understand why we need a system
to detect private photos in a user-specific manner. In this exper-
iment, we use all the private and public photos from our dataset
to analyze whether users share their photos in a general manner,
or in a user-specific manner. For this analysis, we decide to study
the objects appearing in the photos, as the objects could give us
some indication of why a photo is perceived as private or public by
a user. For example, a photo taken in a sensitive situation such as
in a bedroom may be private, whereas a photo taken outdoors may
be public. We use an existing object detection system, YOLO [7],
to detect the objects in a photo. YOLO detects objects from the
object categories in the MS COCO dataset [34] that consists of 80
categories of everyday objects 2. Next, we represent each photo
by the object categories that are detected in the photo. Using this
setup, we represent the photos as Bags of object categories.

To analyze the different user privacy concerns, we first study the
objects that appear in both private and public photos of users. We
consider the objects appearing in a private photo as private to a user
who owns the photo and those appearing in her/his public photos
as public to the user. We then plot the top 10 objects (the x-axis
in Figure 1) appearing in the photos with different user privacy
concerns (“Percentage of Users” in Figure 1) in our dataset. From
Figure 1, we observe that the users show a very varied perception
of privacy towards these objects. For example, the person category,
which is a very frequently appearing object category (by absolute
count), is considered more private (depicted by red bar), but also
shared publicly (depicted by blue bar) by a significant portion of
users. Photos with objects, such as bed and wine glass, which we

2For this current study only, we consider the objects belonging to the set of 80 object
categories, although our system uses explainable learning-based models to pinpoint
such content items automatically, not limited to only object categories in such a dataset.

may normally perceive to be more privately-associated, are also
found to be perceived publicly by more than 40% users. Objects,
such as toilet, appearing in very privately perceived situations, are
also interestingly, perceived by some users as public (e.g., we find
bathroom selfie photos and photos of bathroom decor in public
photos), although very low counts of such photos may indicate
that users may not like to share such photos. On the other hand,
objects that are expected to appear in public setting (such as car
in outdoor setting) are found to be perceived in a varied manner
by users. Thus, any generalized photo privacy control strategy (for
example, photos with toilet are private) would not be suitable for
user-specific privacy control.

Table 1: Private and public objects of five randomly-selected
users in our dataset.

Identifier Private Objects Public Objects
Alice dining table, sofa, tvmonitor,

laptop, wine glass, person
dog, cat, person, pottedplant,
car

Bob person, bottle, backpack person, car
Carol cat, person, handbag, potted-

plant, diningtable,
bottle, laptop

Dave bed, person, bottle, potted-
plant, tvmonitor

cat, wine glass

Eric toilet, sofa, car, laptop, per-
son, bottle, pottedplant, din-
ingtable

tvmonitor, cell phone

We next study content privacy concerns considering different
users in our dataset and observe that users perceive similar types of
photos in very different ways. To illustrate this finding, we depict
the most privately and publicly perceived objects of five randomly
selected contributors in our dataset, as shown in Table 1. For the
sake of anonymity, we refer to those users as Alice, Bob, Carol, Dave,
and Eric, respectively. From Table 1, we can observe that different
users have different perceptions of private vs. public regarding the
same object. For example, Eric perceives ‘car’ as private, whereas
‘car’ is public for Alice. A similar observation can be made regarding
‘cat’, for Carol and Alice.

In summary, we find that different users perceive the sensitive
content of their photos in very different manners. A generic photo
privacy detection approach [45] cannot handle such varied user
perceptions towards shared photos. Therefore, we need a system
that can automatically determine the sensitive content of shared
photos in a user-specific manner.

5 SYSTEM DESIGN
In this section, we describe our system, AutoPri, for the detection
of users’ private photos in a user-specific manner and the support
of content-based privacy control of the photos. First, we discuss
the intuitions behind our system design. We describe how AutoPri
detects the private or public photos of users in a user-specific man-
ner based on the multimodal learning of users’ photos and their
privacy labels. Then, we discuss the method of pinpointing the
exact sensitive regions of a private photo using our explainable
learning-based model. Lastly, we present the end-to-end flow of the
AutoPri system, in which we elaborate how it would be operational
in a potential OSN environment.



5.1 Design Intuitions
5.1.1 Multimodal Learning for User-specific Privacy Detection. The
first objective of our system is the automatic detection of private
photos of a user in a user-specific manner. However, the detection
of private photos in such a user-specific manner is a complex prob-
lem, because each user has different privacy requirements that are
distinct from other users’ privacy requirements. The user-specific
nature of this problem requires a model to learn a joint representa-
tion of two modalities - user information and photo information.
Thus, this problem cannot be solved by straightforward supervised
learning techniques [14] as they are not capable of learning joint
representations of data with multiple modalities.

Thus, to predict privacy labels (such as “private” or “public”) for
a user’s photo in a user specific manner, we need a model that can
learn the joint representation of a user and their photos, which
are actually two different modalities of information. For example,
consider a user Alice who shares photos of herself in a bar with the
“private” privacy label. However, another user John likes to share
his bar photos with the “public” privacy label. Thus, these two users
have completely different privacy concerns for the same kind of
photo. This is a multimodal problem because there are two modes
of information, user information (i.e., Alice or John) and photo
information (i.e., bar photo), which should be used by a detection
model in order to make a user-specific prediction.

A major challenge in multimodal learning is how to learn such
joint representations. To address the above challenge, we use a mul-
timodal variational autoencoder (MVAE) [30] based model (called
“AutoPri detection model” in this paper) in our system that can
learn the privacy label of a photo in a user specific manner by
learning the joint representation of users and their photos. The
AutoPri detection model learns to combine the two modalities
of users and photos by learning their joint representation using
a product-of-experts (POE) inference network [23, 44]. Given an
inference network for each modality, the POE network learns the
joint representation of each of these modalities. Thus, the problem
of user and photo modalities in user-specific privacy detection can
be addressed by learning their joint representation with MVAEs
and the POE inference network.

5.1.2 Explainable Learning for Photo Privacy Control. The second
objective of AutoPri system is to enable privacy control in photo
sharing. To enable privacy control of sensitive content, several
effective solutions have been formulated [20, 33]. However, the
challenge here is how to know which photo regions are sensitive
so that they can be controlled. To control the sensitive regions,
we need to know the exact pixels in the photo to apply a suitable
control technique. Ideally, we would want the AutoPri detection
model to tell the photo regions that are responsible for the “private”
privacy label for a user’s photo. However, this information is not
available from a classification model because deep neural networks
are normally black-box techniques and it is not possible to know
which regions the model focuses on to classify a user’s photo as
“private”. Although we have used the YOLO object detection sys-
tem for content-based analysis in Section 4, which can produce
bounding boxes around detected objects, such state-of-the-art ob-
ject detection systems have several crucial limitations, due to which
they cannot be used in privacy control systems. Firstly, YOLO (and

other such object detection systems) cannot distinguish between
objects in the same category. For example, a national flag and the
confederate flag are detected as the same object category - “flag”.
Secondly, YOLO trained on MS COCO dataset is limited to only 80
object categories. We found that these categories are not sufficient to
include a large amount of private content. Thus, we need a method
that can pinpoint sensitive regions in a more fine-grained manner
and not limited to only categories available in MS COCO or other
datasets with a small number of object categories.

Explainable deep learning [39, 47] is a recent branch of deep
learning techniques that focuses on generating explanations for a
model prediction. In computer vision applications, such explana-
tions can pinpoint the regions of photos that are responsible for a
prediction. Applying explainable deep learning for private photo
detection, explainable models can pinpoint regions of a photo that
could be responsible for the “private” label of the photo. For exam-
ple, Figure 2 (a) depicts a scene with a beer bottle and beer mug,
which could be responsible for the “private” label of this image.
Figure 2 (b) depicts two pet animals that could be of concern to the
photo owner and thus responsible for the “private” label for this
photo. Figure 2 (c) depicts a person with his car.

Figure 2: Examples of sensitive items that explainable mod-
els can pinpoint in private photos: (a) beer bottle and beer
mug; (b) two pet animals; and (c) person with car. (Note that
all photos used in this paper are stock photos from Google
images, labeled for noncommercial reuse with modification.)

In the AutoPri system, the detection model uses a multimodal
variational autoencoder to learn the join representation of users and
photos as discussed in Section 5.1.1. We use the existing convolu-
tional neural network in the photo encoder of our detection model
to generate explanations of privacy labels. Once we generate the
explanations, we can apply suitable privacy control techniques to
the pinpointed regions to enable fine-grained photo privacy control.

5.1.3 Content-level Photo Privacy Control. There are currently sev-
eral content-level privacy control techniques including obfusca-
tion [27, 33] and encryption [22, 42] proposed for photo privacy
protection. In particular, obfuscation has been demonstrated to be
suitable for content-based photo privacy control. Furthermore, re-
searchers are currently focusing on which obfuscation techniques
are best suited for privacy protection tasks [21, 33]. For exam-
ple, several other obfuscation techniques such as avatar and in-
painting [33] have been shown to provide a better sense of human
contact and offer better adoption willingness than conventional
obfuscation techniques such as blurring. Another technique called
cartooning [21] has recently emerged as an unobtrusive form of
obfuscation, preferred by OSN users. In our work, we focus on the



detection of sensitive content in photos in a user-specific manner,
and provide the control of such sensitive content items through the
privacy control techniques discussed here, according to the pref-
erences of the OSN users. Choosing the most effective or suitable
privacy control techniques is out of our scope. Since there is a rich
body of work that discuss in-depth user studies about the usability
and willingness of users to adopt these privacy control techniques,
we do not conduct such studies about content-level privacy control
in our work.

5.2 AutoPri System Design
Wefirst give an overview of AutoPri system that includes a training
phase (Figure 3, “Offline Training”) to train the AutoPri detection
model and an online evaluation phase (Figure 3, “Online Evalua-
tion”) to enable privacy control in a user’s photo detected as private.
Our dataset, which consists of users’ photos and their labels, is first
fed into the AutoPri model (Figure 3, Step (i)). We represent users
and photos as a joint representation and input them into the User
Photo Encoder (Figure 3, Step (ii)). The photo labels are fed into
the Label Encoder (Figure 3, Step (ii)). In our models, we use deep
neural networks for encoding the user photos and the privacy la-
bels. Next, we learn the joint representation of user photos and
their privacy labels. We use the product-of-experts (POE) technique
to learn the joint distribution of the user photos and their privacy
labels (Figure 3, Steps (iii) and (iv)). The POE generates a Latent
Representation that represents this joint distribution of user photos
and their labels (Figure 3, Step (v)). The Latent Representation is
then fed into the User Photo Decoder to reconstruct back the user
photo and the Label Decoder to reconstruct the photo label, re-
spectively (Figure 3, Step (vi)). After the training process, the Label
Decoder is used to output user-specific predictions (Figure 3, Step
(vii)).

The online evaluation phase in Figure 3 represents the processes
involved in the evaluation of a new photo when it is uploaded
and enabling privacy control if detected as private. When a user’s
photo is uploaded, the AutoPri system first detects its user-specific
privacy label using its detection model (Figure 3, “Private Photo
Detection”). If the photo is detected as private, the AutoPri ex-
plainable model pinpoints the exact regions that are responsible
for the private label (Figure 3, “Pinpoint Sensitive Regions”). Then,
based on the explained regions, bounding boxes are generated sur-
rounding those regions. Finally, we apply suitable privacy control
techniques to the sensitive regions enclosed by bounding boxes
to hide sensitive content in the shared photo (Figure 3, “Privacy
Control”).

5.2.1 User-specific Photo Privacy Detection. We first encode the
user information together with the photo information. We express
each user as a one-hot encoding of the user that is encoded into
the user’s photo as an additional channel, so that the user photo
encoder can see both these information in a joint fashion. In the
AutoPri detection model, we use a deep CNN to encode this joint
information. We express the privacy labels as one-hot encodings
and we use a multi-layer perception (MLP) network to encode these
labels. Our objective is to learn the joint representation 𝑝\ (𝐼 , 𝐿, 𝑧) of
the two conditionally independent modalities, including user image

𝐼 and privacy label 𝐿, given a common latent variable 𝑧 (Figure 3,
“Latent Representation”), which is factorized as follows.

𝑝\ (𝐼 , 𝐿, 𝑧) = 𝑝 (𝑧)𝑝\ (𝐼 |𝑧)𝑝\ (𝐿 |𝑧) (1)
From Equation 1, we can ignore the missing label (that we want

to predict) during the prediction time of the user’s photo, thus gen-
erating the label from the joint distribution. Next, we approximate
the joint posterior 𝑞(𝑧 |𝐼 , 𝐿) as a product-of-experts [23]. From more
recent work [44], the joint posterior can be approximated as the
product of individual posteriors, as depicted in Equation 2.

𝑝 (𝑧 |𝐼 , 𝐿) = 𝑝 (𝑧)𝑞(𝑧 |𝐼 )𝑞(𝑧 |𝐿) (2)
Thus, we can use a product-of-experts, including a prior expert

(𝑝 (𝑧)) as the approximate distribution of the joint posterior. In Equa-
tion 2, 𝑞(𝑧 |𝐼 ) and 𝑞(𝑧 |𝐿) are approximated with neural networks
based encoders. Next, to compute the POE, we consider the 𝑝 (𝑧),
𝑞(𝑧 |𝐼 ) and 𝑞(𝑧 |𝐿) as Gaussian distributions, so that the product of
experts is also a Gaussian with mean (`) and variance (𝑉 ) computed
as follows.

` =
`𝐼𝑇𝐼 + `𝐿𝑇𝐿
𝑇𝐼 +𝑇𝐿

(3)

𝑉 =
1

𝑇𝐼 +𝑇𝐿
(4)

Where 𝑇𝐼 and 𝑇𝐿 are 𝑉 −1
𝐼

and 𝑉 −1
𝐿

, respectively, in Equations 3
and 4. In Figure 3, the user photo encoder and the label encoder
produce the mean and variance (Figure 3, Step (iii)), which are then
combined to produce the latent representation 𝑧 (Figure 3, Step (v)),
using the POE technique.

The generation of latent representation 𝑧 is followed by the
process of reconstruction with the user photo decoder for recon-
structing photos and users, and the label decoder for reconstructing
the privacy label (Figure 3, Step (vi)). To train the model, we use
the ELBO loss [30], defined for joint representation of user photos
and privacy labels as described below.

𝐸𝐿𝐵𝑂 (𝑋 ) = E𝑞𝜙 (𝑧 |𝑋 ) [
∑︁
𝑥𝑖 ∈𝑋

𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑝\ (𝑥𝑖 |𝑧)] − 𝛽𝐾𝐿[𝑞𝜙 (𝑧 |𝑋 ), 𝑝 (𝑧)]

(5)
In Equation 5, 𝑋 ∈ {𝐼 , 𝐿}. The first term in Equation 5 signifies

the reconstruction loss of the user photo and the label, and the
second term signifies the Kullback-Leibler divergence [30] between
the distributions 𝑝 and 𝑞.

5.2.2 Explaining Regions of Privacy in Photos. If the AutoPri de-
tection model detects a user’s photo as private, our objective is
to enable the privacy control of the sensitive regions of the photo
that are responsible for the privacy concern. In our system, we use
explainable machine learning techniques [39, 47] to pinpoint these
sensitive regions. We use gradient-based explainable technique for
CNNs to first generate an “explanation” for the privacy label, based
on the feature maps computed in the convolutional layers of the
user-image encoder as illustrated in Figure 3 (ii) (“Feature Maps”).
This explanation is of the form of an activation map that is activated
for the regions of the photo that are most responsible for causing
the privacy label (Figure 3, “Explanation Results”). Next, we use
activated regions of the activation map to generate bounding boxes
that enclose the private regions (Figure 3, “Bounding Boxes”). Photo
privacy control techniques that are preferred by a user are then



Figure 3: Overview of AutoPri system.

applied to the photo regions enclosed by the bounding boxes so
that these photo regions are prevented from being viewed (Figure 3,
“Privacy Control”).

To compute the activation map, we first compute the gradient
of the “private” privacy label (𝑦𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑒 ) with respect to the feature
maps 𝐴𝑘 of the last convolutional layer of the user photo encoder
(Figure 3, “Feature Maps”), i.e., 𝜕𝑦

𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑒

𝜕𝐴𝑘 .
These gradients are average pooled to obtain importance weights

(𝑎𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑒
𝑘

) as shown in Equation 6.

𝑎
𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑒

𝑘
=
∑︁
𝑖

∑︁
𝑗

𝜕𝑦𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑒

𝜕𝐴𝑘
𝑖 𝑗

(6)

To generate the activation map, the importance weights from
Equation 6 are combined with the feature maps as shown in Equa-
tion 7. We apply the ReLU activation function because we are only
interested in the pixels that are most important to the private label.
The ReLU [38] operation helps to eliminate the negative values in
the activation map.

𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑚𝑎𝑝 = 𝑅𝑒𝐿𝑈 (
∑︁
𝑘

𝑎
𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑒

𝑘
𝐴𝑘 ) (7)

To generate a bounding box, we upsample the activation maps
to the photo dimensions and use a segmentation technique. We
segment the pixels having a value greater than or equal to 40% of
the maximum value in the upsampled activation map. Then, we
generate box coordinates that can cover this region. Finally, we use
the photo privacy control technique selected by the user to protect
this region in the photo.

5.2.3 End-to-end System Flow. We would like to summarize the
end-to-end flow of AutoPri as illustrated in Figure 4. The pro-
cessing of a photo begins when a user uploads it to the OSN (for

example, as shown in Figure 4 (i), the user Alice uploads a photo
containing herself, the user John and John’s dog). This is followed
by the identification of all OSN content owners in the photo using the
face identification technology (as shown in Figure 4 (ii), Alice and
John are detected). Next, AutoPri initiates the following actions
according to the content owners identified in the photo. First, the
AutoPri detection model is used to get the detection score for the
new photo with each content owner identified in the photo. Second,
if the privacy label for the photo is detected as “private” for any of
the identified content owners, AutoPri’s explanation model is used
to pinpoint sensitive content items of the photo for these content
owners. Third, the uploader is asked to control the sensitive regions
(as shown in Figure 4 (iii)). Finally, the photo can be shared with
the sensitive content regions controlled.

Figure 4: End-to-end flow of AutoPri system.

6 IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION
6.1 System Implementation
The user photo encoder of the AutoPri detection model is a CNN
with six convolutional blocks, consisting of convolution, ReLU, and
max-pooling layers. The user photo decoder is also a CNN with six
convolutional blocks, consisting of transposed convolutions, ReLU,
and max-pooling layers. The label encoder and decoder are MLP



networks with fully-connected linear layers and ReLU activations.
We use the Binary Cross Entropy [28] loss as the reconstruction
loss for both the user photo and the label. During the training
time, we let the model train with the training dataset for certain
number of iterations, followed by letting the model train on random
signals as privacy labels for the next number of iterations to enable
multimodal training. Our models have been developed using the
PyTorch [37] framework, on computing platforms consisting of
NVIDIA V100 GPUs and Intel Xeon multi-core CPUs.

6.2 System Evaluation
In this section, we perform experiments to evaluate our system from
several different perspectives. The major goals of our evaluation
are summarized as follows.

• Evaluating the effectiveness of AutoPri detection model in
accurately detecting private and public photos for different
users in our dataset (Section 6.2.1).

• Evaluating the effectiveness of AutoPri detection model
in the user-specific detection of users’ private photos (Sec-
tion 6.2.2).

• Evaluating the effectiveness of AutoPri explainable model
in pinpointing the exact sensitive content items of private
photos (Section 6.2.3).

• Evaluating the effectiveness of the system to prevent privacy
invasion from potential users’ perspective by conducting an
experiment with OSN users (Section 6.2.4).

6.2.1 Effectiveness Evaluation of AutoPri Detection Model. To
evaluate the effectiveness of AutoPri detection model in the detec-
tion of private and public photos of users in a user-specific manner,
we randomly select 80 percent of our dataset for training (with
5-fold cross validation) and 20 percent of the dataset for testing,
and we run our system on photos in our test dataset. We perform
the Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) [17] analysis of our
model for user-specific detection of private and public photos. The
ROC analysis provides a means of reviewing the performance of a
model in terms of the trade-off between False Positive Rate (FPR)
and True Positive Rate (TPR) in the predictions. The ROC plot of
the AutoPri detection model is depicted in Figure 5. Overall, our
detection model achieves an overall precision and recall of 94.23%
and 94.73%, respectively, on the test dataset, with an overall accu-
racy of 94.32%. From Figure 5, the area under the curve (AUC) for
AutoPri detection model is 0.99, which indicates a good balance of
false positives and false negatives.

Next, we investigate the false positives in this experiment. Among
the 220 false positives out of 7401 test photos (2.9%), it was found
that these photos were very similar to photos by same user shared
as public, due to which the model is not able to distinguish between
them. We may note that this is not due to the detection model not
being able to distinguish accurately the difference in the privacy
concerns regarding the photos, but it could be due to the users’
own mis-identification of private and public photos.

6.2.2 Evaluation of User-specific Detection. The AutoPri detection
model supports the user-specific detection of private photos. Our

Figure 5: ROC evaluation of AutoPri detection model.

objective in this experiment is to evaluate whether AutoPri detec-
tion model is indeed generating user-specific detection scores of
shared photos.

Figure 6: Evaluation of user-specificity of AutoPri detection
model. Figures depict the variance in detection scores for 5,
10 and 15 users for each photo.

Users’ could have different privacy concerns regarding the pri-
vacy of photos. Thus, to ensure user-specific detection, our model
must generate different detection scores for different users. In this
experiment, we study the variance of the detection score for the
same photo considering different users in our test dataset. Variance
is a measure of the degree of variation in an observation. In the
user-specific photo privacy detection, variance would indicate the
degree of variation in the detection scores for different users. For
example, a photo could be private to some users but could be public
for other users. Thus, higher variance indicates a large variation (i.e,
low homogeneity) in detection scores and lower variance indicates
a low variation (i.e, high homogeneity) in detection scores.

In this experiment, we first randomly choose 1000 photos from
our dataset. For each of these photos, we randomly select 5, 10 and
15 users from our data collection (Section 3) and assume they are the
owners of the photo. We run the AutoPri detection model for each
number of users. Next, we compute the variance of the detection
scores for each photo for the 5, 10 and 15 randomly selected users.
We depict the results of this experiment in Figure 6.

From Figure 6, the first observation is that some photos may
have very low variance for many users. For example, from Figure 6,
around 56% of photos for 5 users case, around 42% of photos for 10
users case, and around 38% of photos for 15 users case have very



low and nearly 0 variance. This could indicate that for many photos,
most users may have the same privacy concern. For example, we
observed that photos depicting only outdoor scenes do not have
any private content for any user, as a result of which these may
have similar privacy concerns.

From Figure 6, the second important observation is that many
photos may have high variance for many users. For example, from
Figure 6 around 44% of photos for 5 users case, around 58% of
photos for 10 users case, and around 62% of photos for 15 users case
have higher variance for the photos. We observed that these photos
depicted very specific scenes, for example, private occasions. These
also indicate that many users have user-specific privacy concerns
for many of their photos.

Another observation from Figure 6 is that as the number of users
for a photo increases, the variance in the detection scores also
shows a similar increase. This observation may indicate that as the
number of users for a photo increases, the variation in the detection
scores also increases due to more variations in the privacy concerns
of many users towards the photo.

6.2.3 Explainable Model Evaluation. The AutoPri privacy control
strategy is based on explainable machine learning to pinpoint the
sensitive regions that are responsible for photo privacy. Our objec-
tive in this experiment is to evaluate whether AutoPri explainable
model is indeed pinpointing effectively the sensitive content items
in private photos. We evaluate the effectiveness of the AutoPri
explainable model using fidelity metrics (deduction and augmen-
tation) [19]. The objective of our evaluation is to evaluate the cor-
rectness of the sensitive content items that are pinpointed by our
explainable model, as these content items are responsible for the
private label of a photo for a specific user. These content items
are also crucial as they are used in the privacy control strategy
(Section 5.2.3) in AutoPri.

(a) CDF of PCR after deducting sensitive content items from
private photos.

(b) CDF of PCR after augmenting random public photos with
sensitive content items from private photos.

Figure 7: Evaluation of AutoPri explainable model.
We denote an original private photo as 𝑥 and the sensitive con-

tent items pinpointed by AutoPri explainable model in 𝑥 as𝑉𝑥 . We

conduct two tests to validate the correctness of sensitive content
items, listed below.
• Deduction Test. If the sensitive content items𝑉𝑥 pinpointed in a
private photo are correct, then removal of 𝑉𝑥 from 𝑥 should lead
to the re-classification of 𝑥 as public photo. In this test, we use
blocking to remove the content items of 𝑥 pinpointed as sensitive
by our explainable model and re-classify the photo 𝑥 using the
AutoPri detection model.

• Augmentation Test. If the sensitive content items𝑉𝑥 pinpointed
in a private photo are correct, then adding 𝑉𝑥 to a public photo
𝑥 should lead to the re-classification of 𝑥 as a private photo. In
this test, we randomly select a public photo and add 𝑉𝑥 from a
randomly selected private photo and re-classify the new photo
using the AutoPri detection model.
For each of the above two tests, we create two samples of each

photo in our test dataset. Then, we input each sample into our
detection model and examine the Positive Classification Rate (PCR).
In this method, we examine the ratio of photos that are re-classified
with their original label. For example, in the deduction test, we
would ideally expect a low PCR, since the removal of sensitive
content items from a private photo must render the photo as public.
Similarly, we would ideally expect a high PCR for the augmentation
test.

In the deduction test, from Figure 7a, it can be observed that
most of the private photos are reported as public after the deduction
of the sensitive content items. After removing the sensitive content
items pinpointed by the explanation model from private photos, an
overall drop of PCR to 15.87% was observed. Considering that our
detection model achieves an accuracy of 94.32%, the drop in PCR
to 15.87% may indicate that the sensitive content items pinpointed
by our explainable model are the regions in photos responsible for
high privacy level of the photos.

In the augmentation test, from Figure 7b, it can be observed
that most of the randomly selected public photos are reported as
private after augmentation of the sensitive content items in them.
After adding only the sensitive content items pinpointed by the
explainable model to randomly selected public photos, a PCR of
82.7% was observed. Considering that our detection model achieves
an accuracy of 94.32%, the rise in PCR to 82.7% may indicate that
even the sensitive content items pinpointed by our explainable
model alone are highly responsible for high privacy level of the
photos.

Figure 8: Explanations of user-specific detection. Figures (i)
and (ii) depict the explanation and the bounding boxes gener-
ated for one user. Figures (iii) and (iv) depict the explanation
and bounding boxes generated for a different user.

We used our explainable model to visualize some examples of
the different content items of a photo, but evaluated for randomly
selected and different users from our dataset. Figure 8 shows a photo



that is evaluated for two randomly selected users. From Figures 8
(i) and (iii), it can be observed that the explanation model focuses
on different regions to infer the privacy scores for different users.
For example, in Figure 8 (i), the focus is on the person (indicated
by brighter, yellow color of heatmap), but in Figure 8 (iii), the focus
is on the cat. Thus, the sensitive content items pinpointed by our
system are different for different users based on their different
privacy concerns.

6.2.4 Experiment With Potential Users. To evaluate AutoPri’s abil-
ity to prevent the invasion of privacy from potential users’ perspec-
tive, we have conducted a preliminary online experiment with 57
of the same participants who participated in the dataset collection
task (Section 3).
Methodology. In this experiment, we recruited 82 of the Amazon
Mturk participants who had participated in our data collection
task, 57 of whom completed the task. Only the Amazon Mturk
participants who participated in our earlier task were considered
eligible for this experiment. Each participant received compensation
of $1 for their participation (the average task completion time was
around 2 minutes 30 seconds). The entire experimental protocol
was approved by our institution’s IRB.

We studied the ability of our system to prevent the invasion of
privacy [8] of shared photos. The experimental design is within-
subject, meaning all participants received all experimental con-
ditions. We chose blurring as the privacy control technique for
this experiment, as it is used in many current applications such as
YouTube [10] and Google Street View [18], due to which it could
be most familiar to a general user. Note that our objective in this
experiment is not to study about blurring as a photo privacy con-
trol technique, but to study the ability of our system in reducing
invasion of privacy in specific users’ own photos. There are two
independent variables, each with two levels. The independent vari-
ables are photo type (private or public) and content item blurring
(altered or unaltered). When crossed, this results in four experimen-
tal conditions: (1) private photo with blurring; (2) private, unaltered
photo; (3) public photo with blurring; and (4) public, unaltered
photo (see Figure 9).

Our experiment procedure is as follows. First, we randomly se-
lected one private photo and one public photo from the set of photos
each participant uploaded during the data collection task to use as
stimuli for the experiment. Each participant was shown four stimuli
photos, one for each experimental condition, in random order. The
four experimental conditions are: (a) participant’s private photo
with sensitive content items which were pinpointed by AutoPri
and blurred out (called altered private photo); (b) unaltered version
of the participant’s private photo (called unaltered private photo); (c)

Figure 9: Example photos demonstrating the four experi-
mental conditions: (a) altered private photo, (b) unaltered
private photo, (c) altered public photo, and (d) unaltered pub-
lic photo.

Figure 10: Mean (SE) agreement with the statement “I feel
my privacy can be compromised because sensitive content
can be learned from this photo”.

participant’s public photo with some content items blurred (called
altered public photo); (d) unaltered version of the participant’s public
photo (called unaltered public photo) (Figure 9). Since, by definition,
there should be no sensitive content in photos identified as public,
we randomly selected content items to blur. For each of the four
photo stimuli we presented to participants, we asked participants
to respond to the statement “I feel my privacy can be compromised
because sensitive content can be learned from this photo” [8], using a
five point Likert scale (1-Strongly disagree, 2-Disagree, 3-Neither
agree nor disagree, 4-Agree, 5-Strongly agree).

After participants completed the experiment, we asked partici-
pants to view three randomly selected private and three randomly
selected public photos from the original set of photos they had
uploaded, and asked them to re-identify their private and public
photos. We excluded 25 participants who failed to correctly re-
identify their private or public photos for a final sample size of
57.
Results. Figure 10 depicts the mean (Standard Error (SE)) of partic-
ipant responses to the statement, “I feel my privacy can be compro-
mised because sensitive content can be learned from this photo.”
Overall, we see that, as expected, unaltered photos pose more per-
ceived risk of privacy invasion than altered photos, suggesting
participants understood and completed the task correctly. We also
see that both unaltered and altered public photos, and altered pri-
vate photos pose very little perceived risk of privacy invasion (with
means between 1 and 2, indicating disagreement to strong disagree-
ment with the statement, “I feel my privacy can be compromised
because sensitive content can be learned from this photo.”). The only
experimental category of photos to result in agreement (M=3.40,
corresponding to between “neither agree nor disagree” to “agree”)
is unaltered private photos.

To examine this finding in detail, we conducted dependent t-tests
(paired t-tests) [25]. While the response categories to the statement
are ordinal, we treat them as interval for the purposes of analysis [31,
43]. Again, looking at Figure 10, for private photos we see that
participants’ agreement with the statement “I feel my privacy can
be compromised because sensitive content can be learned from this
photo” was much lower for the altered version of the private photo
(Mean 1.94, SE 0.15) compared to the unaltered private photo (Mean
3.40, SE 0.17) (p < .001, r = .872) 3. For public photos, we also see

3A small p-value (p < .05) indicates strong evidence against null hypothesis. An effect
size (r = 0.8) indicates a large effect size. An effect size (r = 0.2) indicates a small effect
size.



a difference between participants’ agreement with the statement
for the altered public photo (Mean 1.73, SE 0.13) and the unaltered
public photo (Mean 1.89, SE 0.15) (p < .01, r = .359), however the
effect size was relatively small. The small effect size could reflect
participants’ perception that public photos may not pose as much
of a privacy risk overall. Together, these findings suggests that
the system, by identifying and blurring sensitive content items in
private photos, reduces participants perception that their privacy
can be compromised because of the sensitive information in a photo.

One limitation of our experiment is that we showed the same pri-
vate and public photos for both the altered and unaltered conditions.
However, this limitation is mitigated because we randomized the
order in which participants viewed altered vs. unaltered photos (i.e.,
some saw altered first, others saw unaltered first). The randomized
ordering allows us to limit demand effects, as users also see the
blurred version of their own public photo in a random order (and
not just blurred version of their own private photo). The second
limitation could be that we studied the invasion of privacy based
on one question. However, this helps us to avoid directly asking
about the privacy of a photo, which is an effect that has been shown
to result in biased responses [11]. To limit demand effects, we did
not elicit participant responses at a content level, although such a
study, when designed carefully, could lead to interesting insights
about content-level photo privacy.

7 DISCUSSION
In this section, we discuss some limitations and potential enhance-
ments of our work. It should be noted that this work represents the
first step towards the design of a content-based automatic privacy
control system for photo sharing in OSNs in a user-specific fashion.

Dataset Limitations.A limitation of our data collection method
would be that some very privacy sensitive participants may not
have been willing to share photos containing extremely sensitive
content. Also, in our data collection method, we used private and
public as the privacy settings. As part of our future work, we plan to
use more granular categories as the privacy settings in our method,
such as friends, close friends, family, colleagues etc, or user-defined
categories.

Deployment.Wepresent details about the deployment of AutoPri
in practical systems. Our system can be integrated in the current
OSNs. Users can provide AutoPri access to their photos in OSNs,
which would be used to train our model. Deep learning-based mod-
els have been successfully deployed in various current OSNs, such
as Facebook [5] and Instagram [6]. For example, upon uploading a
new photo, Facebook suggests tagging users present in the photo.
Many current OSNs, such as Facebook, also use face detection tech-
nology to improve the social media experience of their users [4]. In
a deployment scenario, AutoPri can use the existing face detection
algorithms available in current OSNs to identify users in photos,
and then suggest sharing settings, along with the privacy control
of sensitive regions by pinpointing them in a new photo.

There are two interesting scenarios, which also need to be dis-
cussed in the adoption of AutoPri in an existing OSN. First, the
user may be a new OSN user. As a result, the user would not have
a significant number of shared photos in the OSN. In AutoPri, we
propose that we could help new users by initially identifying sen-
sitive content items based on general privacy concerns of other

users. Then, subsequent suggestions can be made more specific to
the user as more individual sharing data is accumulated. A second
scenario involves a user who has an unbalanced number of private
and public photos. We propose to augment the dataset of such a
user with external photos, which reflects users’ preferences. For
example, in AutoPri, a user’s close friends photos could be used
to augment the user’s dataset and mitigate the unbalanced data
problem.

8 RELATEDWORK
Most of the existing works that study privacy in online photo shar-
ing only discusses sharing at the resource level (entire photo) [9,
26]. However, sharing at the content-level is an intuitive, human-
centered solution for protecting photo privacy [13], because it
avoids forcing users to take an all-or-nothing approach of either
sharing or withholding entire photos. Although several other works
such as [15, 40, 41] also discuss important insights about photo
privacy, content-level privacy is not discussed in these works. Re-
cently, some emerging studies [27, 32] have attempted to address
the content-level photo privacy. For example, the importance of
content privacy is discussed in [32]. However, this work does not
provide effective solutions to address content-based privacy leakage.
The work in Face/off [27] provides an investigation into the sharing
behaviors of users in OSNs. The study reveals that most users are
not aware of sharing their photos with individuals unknown to
them. Several privacy leakage scenarios are discussed to express
the importance of privacy in photo sharing over OSNs. However,
there is no solution provided towards the protection of sensitive
content of a user, since the Face/off model can only handle privacy
protection towards an OSN user’s face, although face is just one of
the many content items that can be sensitive to a user [33].

The importance of user-specific determination of sensitive con-
tent has been discussed in recent works [41, 45]. However, previous
works only address online photo privacy protection problem in a
generalized manner. The iPrivacy system [45] presents a method to
address automatic sensitive object class detection by training a tree
classifier to predict the sensitive object classes from a large number
of photos. Although this work discusses protection of sensitive ob-
ject classes, a crucial drawback that impacts its practicality is that
the sensitive object classes are determined in general for all users
in OSNs. Other studies such as [41] are also limited because they do
not address user-specific privacy concerns. Therefore, the general
models of photo privacy protection are impractical for handling
user-specific privacy concerns in OSNs.

9 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed AutoPri, a system for the auto-
matic detection of users’ private photos in a user-specific manner
and the effective privacy control of sensitive content items. We
have collected a large and realistic dataset of 31,566 photos from
303 OSN users with their own privacy concerns and discuss how
users may have specific privacy concerns regarding their sensitive
content items. We have further discussed the need for automatic
and user-specific content-based detection for users sharing photos
in OSNs. We have presented our system AutoPri, that consists of
a detection model with a multimodal variational autoencoder and



an explainable deep learning-based model for automatic and user-
specific content-based photo privacy control. The evaluation of
our system demonstrates the effectiveness of AutoPri in detecting
user-specific private photos with a high accuracy and with low
performance overhead. Our experimental results also demonstrate
our explainable model can accurately pinpoint the sensitive regions
in private photos to enable effective privacy control.
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